This paper describes how the use of behaviors as the underlying control representation provides a useful encoding that both lends robustness to control and allows abstraction for handling scaling in learning, focusing on multi-agent / robot systems. We first define situatedness and embodiment, two key concepts in behavior-based systems (BBS), and then define BBS in detail and contrast it with alternatives, namely reactive, deliberative, and hybrid control. The paper ten focuses on the role and power of behaviors as a representational substrate in learning policies and models, as well as learning from other agents (by demonstration and imitation). We overview a variety of methods we have demonstrated for learning in the multi-robot problem domain.
Introduction
result, they have been used as the underlying control methodology for multi-robot learning. Learning in physically embedded robots is known Behavior-based systems grew out of the reactive to be a difficult problem, due to sensory and effector approach to control, in order to compensate for its uncertainty, partial observability of the robot's enlimitations (lack of state, inability to look into the vironment (which, in the multi-robot case, includes past or the future) while conserving its strengths other robots), and non-stationarity of the world, (real-time responsiveness, scalability, robustness). In especially when multiple learners are involved. Bethe last decade, behavior-based systems have proven havior-based systems (BBS) have served as an themselves as one of the two favored general metheffective methodology for multiple robot control in a odologies (the other being hybrid systems) for large number of multi-robot problem domains. As a autonomous system control, and as the most popular methodology for physical multi-robot system coordination.
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In this paper we discuss how the use of behaviors 1389-0417 / 01 / $ -see front matter © 2001 Elsevier Science B. V. All rights reserved. PII: S1389-0417( 01 )00017-1 as the underlying representation for control provides having a physical body and thus interacting with the an effective substrate that facilitates learning, in environment through the constraints of that body. particular in the multi-agent / robot context. The rest Physical robots are embodied, as are simulations of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 whose behavior is constrained and affected by defines situatedness and embodiment, and discusses (models of) physical laws. Behavior-based control these notions relative to multi-agent and multi-robot was originally developed for embodied, situated systems. Section 3 defines and summarizes the key agents, namely robots, but has grown to apply to properties of behavior-based systems and compares disembodied situated systems, such as information those to the alternative approaches to control. Secagents (Maes, 1994) . In the case of multi-robot tion 4 discusses what can be learned with behaviors systems, embodiment has a direct reflection in as a representational substrate, and the remainder of interaction dynamics and thus performance: issues of the paper gives specific examples of BBS learning physical interaction and critical mass play a large systems and the mechanisms involved. Section 5 role in any problem domain involving multiplé discusses policy learning within BBS. The subphysical robots (Goldberg & Mataric, 1997) . Emsequent three sections address model learning in bodiment thus plays a critical role in multi-robot BBS. Section 6 describes how behaviors were origilearning; methods that do not explicitly take it into nally abstracted to represent landmark information account suffer from interference effects. When adfor learning spatial models. Sections 7 and 8 discuss dressed properly, embodiment can be used to facilimethods for using behavior execution histories as tate learning, as we describe in Section 5. models for agent / robot-environment interaction dynamics. Section 9 describes approaches to learning from other agents and humans. Section 10 concludes 3. Behavior-based control and multi-robot the paper. control
Behavior-based control is one of four basic classes 2. Situatedness and embodiment of control. The others are reactive, deliberative, and hybrid control. For simplicity and clarity, the four Behavior-based control arose from the need for can be briefly summarized with the following: intelligent, situated (also called embedded) behavior. Situatedness refers to having one's behavior strongly
• Reactive control: don't think, react.
affected by the environment. Examples of situated • Deliberative control: think hard, then act.
robots include autonomous highway and city driving • Hybrid control: think and act independently, in (Pomerleau, 1992) , coordination of robot teams parallel. (Mataric, 1995) , and robots in human environments,
• Behavior-based control: think the way you act.
such as museums (Burgard et al., 2000) . In contrast, robots, and agents in general, that exist in fixed, 'Don't think, react!' Reactive control tightly couunchanging environments (such as assembly robots ples sensory inputs and effector outputs, to allow the and maze-learning agents) are typically not considrobot to quickly respond to changing and unstrucered situated. The predictability and stability of the tured environments (Brooks, 1986) . The biological environment have a direct impact on the complexity inspiration and correlate to reactive control is of the agent that must exist in it. Multi-robot systems 'stimulus-response'; this is a powerful control methare an excellent example of the impact of situatedod: many animals are largely reactive. Thus, this is a ness; individual robots in such systems are situated particularly popular approach to situated robot conin a dynamic environment populated with other trol. Its limitations, however, include the robot's robots. If multiple robots are learning, i.e., changing inability to have memory, internal representations of their behavior and their environment over time, the the world (Brooks, 1991) , or the ability to learn over complexity of the situatedness is increased.
time. Reactive systems make the tradeoff in favor of Embodiment is a type of situatedness; it refers to fast reaction time and against complexity of reason-ing. Formal analysis has shown that for environtime response of reactivity with the rationality and ments and tasks that can be characterized a priori, optimality of deliberation. As a result, the control reactive controllers can demonstrate highly effective, system contains two different components, the reacand if properly structured, even optimal performance tive and the deliberative ones, which must interact in in particular classes of problems (Schoppers, 1987;  order to produce a coherent output. This is challeng- Agre & Chapman, 1990) . In more complex types of ing, because the reactive component deals with the environments and tasks, where internal models, robot's immediate needs, such as avoiding obstacles, memory, and learning are required, reactive control and thus operates on a short time-scale and largely at is not sufficient. Learning implies the use of memthe level of sensory signals. In contrast, the deliberaory; however, most robot learning has in fact been at tive component uses highly abstracted, symbolic, the level of acquiring reactive controllers, or policies, internal representations of the world, and operates on which map specific sensory inputs to effector outthem on a longer time-scale. If the outputs of the two puts. In Section 4, we discuss how the use of components are not in conflict, the system requires behaviors as the representational substrate can furno further coordination. However, the two parts of ther facilitate learning in embodied systems.
the system must interact if they are to benefit from 'Think hard, then act.' In deliberative control, the each other. The reactive system must override the robot uses all of the available sensory information, deliberative one when the world presents some and all of the internally stored knowledge, to reason unexpected and immediate challenge. Analogously, about what actions to take. Reasoning is typically in the deliberative component must inform the reactive the form of planning, requiring a search of possible one in order to guide the robot toward more efficient state-action sequences and their outcomes, a compuand optimal strategies. The interaction of the reactive tationally complex problem if the state space is large and deliberative components require an intermediary, or the state is partially observable, both of which are whose design is typically the greatest challenge of typical in physically situated, embodied systems. In hybrid systems. As a result, these are called 'three multi-robot systems in particular, the state space layer systems', consisting of the reactive, interrapidly becomes prohibitively large if inputs of other mediate, and deliberative layers. A great deal of robots are included, or worse yet, if a global space is research has been aimed at proper design of such constructed. In addition to involving search, planning hybrid systems (Giralt, Chatila, & Vaisset, 1983 ; requires the existence of an internal representation of Firby, 1987; Arkin, 1989 ; Malcolm & Smithers, the world, which allows the robot to predict the 1990; Connell, 1991; Gat, 1998) , and they are outcomes of possible actions in various states. In particularly popular for single robot control. multi-agent and multi-robot systems, planning in-'Think the way you act.' Behavior-based control volves the ability to predict the actions of others, draws inspiration from biology for its design of which, in turn, requires models of others. When there situated, embodied systems. Behavior-based systems is sufficient information for a world model (includ-(BBS) get their name from their representational ing adequate models of others), and sufficient time to substrate, behaviors, which are observable patterns generate a plan, deliberation is a highly effective of activity emerging from interactions between the method for generating strategic action. Multi-robot robot and its environment (which may contain other systems, however, are situated in noisy, uncertain, robots). Such systems are constructed in a bottom-up and changing environments, where model maintefashion, starting with a set of survival behaviors, nance becomes extremely difficult and, for large such as obstacle-avoidance, which couple sensory systems, computationally prohibitive. As a result, inputs to robot actions. Next, behaviors are added situated single and multi-robot systems do not typithat provide more complex capabilities, such as wallcally employ the purely deliberative approach to following, target-chasing, exploration, homing, etc. control.
Incrementally, behaviors are introduced to the sys-'Think and act independently, in parallel.' Hybrid tem until their interaction results in the desired control adopts the best aspects of reactive and overall capabilities of the robot. Like hybrid systems, deliberative control: it attempts to combine the realbehavior-based systems may have different layers, but the layers do not differ drastically in terms of 4. What can be learned with behaviors? time-scale and representation used. Importantly, behavior-based systems can store representations, but
The classical goal of machine learning systems is do so in a distributed fashion. Thus if a robot needs to optimize system performance over its lifetime. In to plan, it does so in a network of communicating the case of situated learning, in particular in the behaviors, rather than a centralized planner, and this context of multi-robot systems that face uncertain representational difference carries with it significant and changing environments, instead of attaining computational and performance consequences. BBS, asymptotic optimality, the aim is toward improved as employed in situated robotics, are not an instance efficiency on a shorter time-scale. Models from of 'behaviorism'; behaviorist models of animal biology are often considered, and reinforcement cognition involved no internal representations, while learning is particularly popular, as it focuses on behavior-based robot controllers can, thus enabling learning directly from environmental feedback (Madeliberation and learning.
taric, 1997b). The level of system situatedness, the nature of the A key benefit of the behavior representation is in task, and the capabilities of the agent determine the way it encodes information used for control. which of the above methods is best suited for a given Behaviors are a higher-level representation that control and learning problem. Behavior-based syselevates control away from low-level parameters, tems and hybrid systems have the same expressive resulting in generality. At the same time, by enand computational capabilities: both can store reprecompassing and combining sensing and action, the sentations and look ahead, but each does it in a very behavior structure helps to reduce the state space of a different way. As a result, the two have found rather problem while maintaining pertinent task-specific different niches in mobile robotics. Hybrid systems information. By utilizing the information encoded dominate single robot control, except in time-critical within behaviors, and the organization of behaviors domains that demand reactive systems. Behaviorwithin a network, various data structures and learnbased systems, on the other hand, dominate multiing algorithms can be explored. Perhaps the most robot control because collections of behaviors within natural and popular use of behaviors in learning has the system scale well to collections of robots, been as abstractions of actions in the context of resulting in robust, adaptive group behavior. BBS are acquiring reactive policies that map world states to in general best suited for systems situated in environappropriate behaviors, forming a higher-level reprements with significant dynamic changes, where fast sentation of standard state-action pairings. Section 5 response and adaptivity is crucial, but the ability to briefly overviews some work in this area, and gives look ahead and avoid past mistakes is also required.
an example of its application to the multi-robot Those capabilities are distributed over the system's domain. behaviors, and thus BBS 'think the way they act'.
Another natural means of using behaviors is for Behavior-based control has been applied to variencoding information either about the world or the ous single and multi-robot control problems, includsystem itself, for the construction of models. Section ing robot soccer (Asada, Uchibe, Noda, Tawarat-6 describes the first example of using behaviors as a sumida, & Hosoda, 1994; Werger, 1999) , coordirepresentational substrate, applied to learning spatiaĺ nated movement (Mataric, 1995; Parker, 1998 ; Balch models of the environment. Section 7 describes a & Hybinette, 2000) , cooperative box-pushing (Kube, tree structure representation of histories of behavioŕ 1992; Mataric & Gerkey, 2000) , and even humanoid activation, used to model the robot's interaction with control (Brooks & Stein, 1994; Scassellati, 2000;  its environment and other robots. Section 8 describeś Jenkins, Mataric, & Weber, 2000) . In this paper we an adaptation of semi-Markov chains into so-called discuss in detail how using the behavior substrate augmented Markov models, to statistically represent can be conducive to learning, focusing on multipast behavior activation patterns. This enables a BBS robot learning of control policies, models, and form to model its own dynamics at run-time; the resulting other agents. models are used to adapt the underlying controller either by changing the behavior selection strategy or vidual behavior selection policies, i.e., which betuning internal behavior parameters, resulting in havior to execute under which conditions. Due to improvement of performance in individual and multiinterference among concurrent learners, this problem robot tasks.
could not be solved directly by standard RL. We Besides learning behavior selection and models, introduced shaping, a concept popular in psychology the BBS framework lends itself to agents learning (Gleitman, 1981) and subsequently adopted in robot from each other. Section 9 focuses on a methodology RL (Dorigo & Colombetti, 1997) . Shaping pushes for representing behaviors in a way that allows the reward closer to the subgoals of the behavior, abstraction, and thus enables learning by observation and thus encourages the learner to incrementally and imitation, and automated controller construction improve its behaviors by searching the behavior and exchange between robots in a multi-robot sysspace more effectively. tem.
Since behaviors are time-extended and eventdriven, receiving reinforcement upon their completion results in a credit assignment problem. We introduced progress estimators, measures of progress 5. Learning behavior policies toward the goal of a given behavior during its execution. This is a form of reward shaping, and it Effective behavior selection is the key challenge in addresses two issues associated with delayed reward: behavior-based control, as it determines which bebehavior termination and fortuitous reward. Behavior havior, or subset of behaviors, controls the agent / termination in BBS is event-driven; the duration of robot at a given time. This problem is easily formuany given behavior is determined by the interaction lated in the reinforcement learning framework as dynamics with the environment, and can vary greatseeking the policy that maps states to behaviors so as ly. Progress estimators provide a principled means to maximize received reward over the lifetime of the for deciding when a behavior may be terminated agent.
even if its goal is not reached and externally-generThe earliest examples of reinforcement learning ated event has not occurred. (RL) in the context of BBS demonstrated hexapod Fortuitous reward refers to reward ascribed to a walking (Maes & Brooks, 1990 ) and box-pushing particular situation-behavior (or state-action) pair (Mahadevan & Connell, 1991) . Both decomposed which is actually a result of previous behaviors / the control system into a small set of behaviors, and actions. It manifests as follows: previous behaviors used generalized input states, thus effectively reduclead the system near the goal, but some event ing the state space. The latter also used modularizainduced a behavior switch, and subsequent achievetion to partition the monolithic global policy being ment of the goal is ascribed most strongly to the final learned into three mutually-exclusive policies: one behavior, rather than the previous ones. Shaped for getting out when stuck, another for finding the reward in the form of progress estimators effectively box when lost and not stuck, and the third for eliminates this effect: because it provides feedback pushing the box when in contact with one and not during behavior execution, it rewards the previous, stuck.
beneficial behaviors more strongly than the final one, Our own work explored scaling up reinforcement thus more realistically dividing up the credit. learning to multi-robot behavior-based systems,
We found that in the absence of shaped reward, where the environment presents further challenges of the four-robot learning system could not converge to non-stationarity and credit assignment, due to the a correct policy, because interference from other presence of other concurrent learners. We studied the learners was too frequent and disruptive during timeproblem in the context of a foraging task with four extended behaviors. The introduction of a progress robots, each initially equipped with a small set of estimator for only one behavior (homing, where basis behaviors (searching, homing, picking up, progress toward a goal location was directly measurdropping, following, avoiding) and learning indiable) was sufficient to enable efficient learning of collective foraging. The details of the approach and the robot's orientation, it may not have seen the goaĺ the results are given in Mataric ( , 1997b .
at all, or not well. This partial observability of the In subsequent extended, scaled-up experiments, goal state made learning difficult for each robot we found that while reward shaping enabled learnindividually, and the concurrent learning was made ing, increasing numbers of concurrent learners deworse as a result. We used communication to creased the overall speed of learning, due to interferameliorate partial observability: each robot, when in ence. To reverse this effect, i.e., to enable multicontact with the box, communicated its limited view robot learning to accelerate as a result of multiple of the world to the other robot, thus enlarging each learners, we explored another addition to reinother's perspective. Although the robots shared their forcement learning, namely spatio-temporally local perceptual state, they kept individual action spaces, reward sharing between agents. Again in the frameand learned individual pushing policies, which work of behavior policy learning, we induced robots corresponded to the side of the box they were on. In to share the received credit (reward and punishment) a sense, the two robots formed a meta-agent with a with those local to them in space and time, with the shared perceptual mechanism (though communicaassumption that they were sharing a social context. tion) and distributed effectors. Interestingly, since This simple measure effectively diminished greedy stopping and waiting was one of the behaviors in the reward maximization in favor of acquiring social repertoire, the system repeatedly converged on a behaviors, such as yielding and information-sharing.
turn-taking pushing strategy. This solution miniThe problem scenario we used involved four mized the credit assignment problem between the robots learning two social rules: yielding in two pushers because the mapping between the congested areas (such as doorways) and sharing actions of each robot and the subsequent reward waś information (such as when finding a source of made unambiguous (Simsarian & Mataric, 1995) .
objects). Without shared reward, individual greedy
To summarize, the use of behaviors has an imlearning could not result in a social policy, because portant effect on facilitating learning: it elevates the the immediate result of being social, such as yielding action representation of the system, thereby reducing to another agent, results in loss of reward. The only the state space, and can be used to shape reward. We means by which a distributed group of agents can have demonstrated the use of reward shaping, reward learn a social policy is through some sense of global sharing, and perception sharing, all effective means payoff, but that information is not typically available of addressing challenges in multi-robot learning. to individuals in many distributed multi-robot probReward shaping manages interference among conlem domains. Thus, by sharing reward locally in current learners, reward sharing minimizes greedy space and time, we effectively decreased the locality 'antisocial' behavior, and perception sharing of the system, without having to introduce global ameliorates partial observability. The methods are reward. In effect, if a robot yields to another, the general, but are facilitated by the BBS structure, reward of the second getting through the door is enabling learning in the challenging multi-robot shared by both and thus reinforces social behavior.
domain. This bias effectively guides the learning systems Our discussion so far has been confined to policy toward the social policy. The details of this work are learning, which is currently the most common learngiven in Mataric (1997a,c) .
ing approach in single-and multi-robot systems. In another example of individual policy learning in Model learning, however, can exploit the BBS a multi-robot scenario, we addressed the problem of structure to an even greater extent, as presented next. tightly-coupled coordination, in the context of cooperative box-pushing by two communicating robots. Each robot was equipped with local contact and light 6. Learning models of the environment sensors, giving it information about whether it was touching the box and approximately where the goal, Models are more general than policies, since they marked with a bright light, was located. The inare not goal / task-specific, and thus can be applied to formation about the goal was limited; depending on adapt various controllers. Model learning in behavior space can take a variety of forms. The first approach and adapt to the new location, as well as account for we discuss involves using behaviors to represent blocked paths; in those cases the blocked topological spatial information. Learning maps of the environlink was considered inactive and the continuous path ment is one of the most basic and popular problems planning found an alternate route, if one existed. in mobile robotics. Our early work introduced a This approach was introduced in Mataric (1990a,b) , means of using behaviors as a representational and described in detail in . Subsubstrate for map learning and path planning, capasequent work explored scaling such distributed map bilities previously considered outside of the realm of learning to a group of robots, and used graph BBS.
matching to correlate partial maps across multiplé The behavior-based system we used, embodied on learners (Dedeoglu, Sukhatme, & Mataric, 1999; a robot named Toto, consisted of a navigation layer, Dedeoglu & Sukhatme, 2000) . a landmark detection layer, and the map and path Utilizing the isomorphism between the physical finding layer. To represent the structure of the and the behavior network topology is an effective environment within a behavior-based system, we means of embedding a spatial representation into a used a network of behaviors, assigning an 'empty' behavioral one. In the next few sections, we will behavior shell to each newly discovered landmark, describe how this process can be made general and and parameterized it with its associated attributes:
applied to non-spatial model learning as well. landmark type (e.g., left-wall, right-wall, corridor, etc.), direction (compass reading) and length. Each new behavior was added to the network (map) by linking it to its topological neighbors with communi-7. Learning models from behavior history cation links. Each such map behavior was activated whenever its attributes matched the outputs of the Behaviors are activated and terminated by events landmark detector. As Toto moved about its environin the environment, and their resulting sequences and ment, a topological map of the detected landmarks combinations encode the dynamics of the robot's was constructed, maintained, and updated.
interaction with its world. Behaviors do not explicitLocalization in the network was performed ly encode state, but include it implicitly in their through the combination of three processes, all of execution conditions. Furthermore, since behaviors which help address partial observability of location are time-extended, world state changes during their information. The first matched all map behaviors to execution. Combined, these properties provide an the currently detected landmark. The second used interesting substrate for model development. 'expectation', message passing between nearest
In our first approach to exploiting behavior execuneighbors to indicate which landmark is most likely tion dynamics, we used a tree representation to to become active next. The third, only needed in encode past behavior use, thus capturing frequent ambiguous, maze-like environments, used an approxpaths the robot took in behavior space. The nodes in imate odometric threshold to eliminate any unlikely the tree were executed behaviors, the tree topology matches. The approximate odometry information was represented the paths the robot took in behavior needed for detecting cycles in the network, and thus space, and branches were augmented with statistics distinguishing new landmarks from those encounabout path frequency. A robot would construct a tree tered previously.
incrementally, as it repeated its task over several Path finding was performed in much the same way trials. The resulting tree represented a model of as the rest of the network processes: by local behavior execution dynamics which was used to message passing (or activation spreading) from the adapt policies at run time, by adapting the behavior goal landmark in the map throughout the rest of the selection / arbitration mechanism. We applied this network. The messages contained accumulated path approach to encoding the histories of behavior use in length, so that the shortest path could be chosen at mobile robots learning to find and retrieve a brightlyeach decision point. Activation was spread continucolored object in a dynamic environment containing ously, so the robot could move during path planning large amounts of interference, including other learn-ing robots as well as other moving robots with individual robots to adapt to local experience so as to stationary policies, i.e., non-learners.
improve the performance of the system as a whole. We demonstrated that the use of behavior execuWe developed Augmented Markov Models tion history was effective in recognizing common (AMMs), a representation based on semi-Markov patterns of interference even without explicit repredecision process, but with additional statistics associsentation of world state (since no such state was ated with links and nodes (Fig. 1) . We also derepresented in the behavior trees). Specifically, alveloped an AMM construction algorithm that has though the robot was not correlating specific world minimal computational overhead, making it feasible locations (such as x, y positions) with interference, it for on-line real-time applications. One of the main was able to recognize sequences of inefficient bebenefits of AMMs is their direct mapping to behaviors within the tree, and selectively avoid them haviors within BBS; an AMM of a behaving system by making different behavior choices, i.e., altering its is constructed incrementally, with the states of the behavior selection / arbitration mechanism. In prac-AMM representing behavior execution, and with tice this resulted in the robot selectively eliminating state-splitting used to capture the order of the system certain behaviors from its repertoire (such as wall-(see Figs. 2 and 3 ). following), or selectively favoring them. As a result,
We have demonstrated AMMs as a modeling tool different robots learned different, specialized in a number of applications, most featuring multiple policies, so as to maximize reward and be mutually robots: fault detection, affiliation determination, compatible. One robot used a direct path to the hierarchy restructuring, regime detection, and reward object and back (dubbed 'aggressive'), while the maximization. The AMM-based evaluations used in other circumnavigated the room by following the these applications include statistical hypothesis tests walls (dubbed 'passive'). Together, the two robots and expectation calculations from Markov chain minimized interference with each other and the nontheory. Each of the applications is experimentally learners, and maximized individual reward (based on verified using up to four physical mobile robots the number of found and delivered objects). Inperforming elements of a foraging (collection) task. dividual robot factors did not play a role in specialiEach robot maintains one or more concurrent zation; different robots adapted their controllers to AMMs, which it uses to adapt its controller policy. specialized policies in different trials, but specializaIn some multi-robot applications (such as hierarchy tion to those two particular policies was repeatable.
restructuring), the robots compare their respective We knew in advance that one robot would be AMMs. 'aggressive' and the other 'passive', but could not predict which would be which.
In summary, this approach to capturing behavior execution history was proven effective for constructing models of behavior dynamics on individual robots in a multi-robot domain. The robots were able to adapt their policies (controllers) so as to collectively achieve the task (collecting objects) more efficiently. Details of this work are presented and discussed in Michaud & Mataric (1998a,b) .
Learning models of interaction
More recently, we addressed the problem of modeling the interaction dynamics of BBS in a more general and principled fashion. This is of particular relevance to multi-agent and multi-robot domains, where modeling interaction dynamics can allow In the context of reward maximization, we deWe used a similar approach to address the problem veloped an algorithm that provides a moving average of capturing changes in the environmental dynamics estimate of the state of a non-stationary system, and (resulting, at least in part, from the behavior of other have applied it to the problem of reward maxiagents / learners) based on a robot's local, individual mization in a non-stationary environment (Goldberg view of the world. Detecting these shifts allows thé & . The algorithm dynamically adrobot to appropriately adapt to the different regimes justs the window size used in the moving average to within a task. As above, each robot maintained accommodate the variances and type of non-stationmultiple AMMs at different time scales, so as to arity exhibited by the system, while discarding capture both abrupt and gradual shifts in the dyoutdated and redundant data. Multiple AMMs are namics. learned at different time scales, and statistics about
The goal of developing AMMs was to provide a the environment at each time scale are derived from pragmatic, theoretically sound, and general-purpose those. The state of the environment is thus estimated tool for on-line modeling in complex, noisy, nonindirectly through the robot's interaction with it. As stationary systems. As such, AMMs lend themselves task execution continues, AMMs are dynamically in particular to multi-agent and multi-robot learning generated to accommodate the increasing time interproblems. The structure of AMMs was designed to vals. Sets of statistics from the models are used to fit BBS, but is also generally applicable. This work iś determine whether old data and AMMs are redundescribed in detail in Goldberg & Mataric (1999, dant / outdated and can be discarded. In addition, the 2000a,b) . approach is able to compensate for both abrupt and gradual non-stationarity manifesting at different time scales. Furthermore, it requires no a priori knowl-9. Learning from humans and other agents / edge, uses only local sensing, and captures the notion robots of time scale. Finally, it works naturally with stochastic task domains where variations between trials One of the great benefits but also open challenges may change the most appropriate amount of data for of multi-agent learning is the agents' ability to learn state estimation.
not only from the environment, but from each other as well as from people. This ability can be as simple collection of sequential or concurrently executing as a passive observation of the effects of the actions behaviors. of others in the environment, or as complex as Networks of such behaviors are then used to teacher-student imitation learning. specify strategies or general 'plans' in a way that To exploit the potential of learning from other merges the advantages of both abstract representaagents, we have been exploring ways in which the tions and BBS. The nodes in the networks are use of behaviors as a common representation subabstract behaviors, and the links between them strate can facilitate such learning. We are situating represent precondition and postcondition dependenthis work in different problem domains (humancies. The task plan or strategy is represented as a robot and robot-robot interaction), in order to test network of such behaviors. As in any BBS, when the the generality of our methodology, which involves conditions of a behavior are met, the behavior is the use of more powerful behavior representations activated. Similarly here, when the conditions of an than those discussed so far. We developed the notion abstract behavior are met, the behavior activates one of abstract behaviors, which separate the activation or more primitive behaviors which achieve the conditions of a behavior from its output actions effects specified in its postconditions. The network (so-called primitive behaviors); this allows for a topology at the abstract behavior level encodes any more general set of activation conditions to be task-specific behavior sequences, freeing up the associated with the primitive behaviors. While this is primitive behaviors to be reused for a variety of not necessary for any single task, and thus not tasks. Thus, since abstract behavior networks are typically employed in BBS, it is what provides computationally light-weight, solutions for multiple generality to the representation. An abstract behavior tasks can be encoded within a single system, and is a pairing of a given behavior's activation condynamically switched, as we have demonstrated in ditions (i.e., preconditions), and its effects (i.e., our implementations. postconditions); the result is an abstract and general
We have developed the methodology for semioperator much like those used in classical deliberaautomatically generating such networks off-line as tive systems (see Fig. 4 ). Primitive behaviors, which well as at run-time. The latter enables a learning typically consist of a small basis set, as is common robot to acquire task descriptions dynamically, while on well-designed BBS, may involve one or an entire observing its environment, and, more importantly, while observing other robots and / or a teacher. We sionality of the otherwise very difficult movement have validated this methodology in several tasks observation, interpretation, and reconstruction probinvolving a mobile robot following a human and lem. acquiring a representation of the human-demonstraWe have demonstrated this form of learning in a ted task by observing the activation of its own humanoid agent that is endowed with a small set of abstract behavior pre-and post-conditions, thus such behaviors, and, as a result, is capable of resulting in a new abstract behavior network repreimitating novel movements including dance and senting the demonstrated task. The robot was able to sports. Details about this approach are found iń acquire novel behavior sequences and combinations ; an implemented validation of the (i.e., concurrently executing behaviors), resulting in model is found in Jenkins et al. (2000) , and Fod, successful learning of tasks involving visiting vari- Mataric & Jenkins (2000) describe a methodology ous targets in particular order, picking up, transportfor automatically deriving the primitive vocabulary. ing, and delivering objects, dealing with barriers, and maneuvering obstacle courses in specific ways. Thiś work is described in detail in Nicolescu & Mataric 10. Summary and conclusions (2000a,b; 2001) . While the above-described effort builds on and The aim of this paper has been to discuss how the generalizes earlier work on using behaviors as more use of behaviors as the underlying control repreabstract representations (described in Section 6), we sentation provides a useful encoding that both lends have also applied the idea to imitation learning from robustness to control and allows abstraction for a human demonstrator. As above, an agent (in our handling scaling in learning, of key importance to case a complex humanoid simulation with dynamics) multi-agent / robot systems. We briefly surveyed a observes a human, through the use of vision sensors variety of methods for learning we have demonor other motion-capture equipment, and maps the strated within behavior-based systems, in particular observed behavior onto its own known behavior focusing on the multi-robot problem domain. repertoire. While in the above approach what is Knowledge representation is typically studied as observed is mapped onto the space of abstract an independent branch of AI, separate from fields behaviors, resulting in a more abstract 'model' of a such as robotics and learning. This is likely partly task, in the case of a humanoid agent, the mapping is why the notion of behaviors as a representation has done directly onto executable perceptual-motor bebeen difficult to properly situate within robotics, haviors. This approach is based on neuroscience where methodologies are largely algorithmic in evidence (Giszter, Mussa-Ivaldi, & Bizzi, 1993;  nature. The same holds even more so for machine Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Iacoboni et al., 1999) which learning, where representation is typically considered directly links visually perceived movements with no more than data structure manipulation in service motor cortex activity. When translated into BBS, this of algorithms. However, empirical results from the results in a finite set of basis behaviors, or perceplast two decades of using BBS have demonstrated tual-motor primitives, being used as a vocabulary for that behaviors are an effective representational subclassifying observed movement. The primitives are strate for both control and learning in robotics, and manipulated through combination operators and can may have some fundamental features that combine thus be sequenced and superimposed to generate a rather than separate issues of representation and large movement repertoire. Thus, any observed computation. This interaction is of particular impormovement is readily imitated with the best known tance in difficult problems such as multi-robot approximation within the existing primitive-based learning, where challenges of sensor noise, partial vocabulary. The error in the resulting imitation, then, observability, delayed reward, and non-stationarity is used to enlarge and refine the motor repertoire and conspire to defy traditional machine learning methfacilitate more accurate imitation in the future. This ods. biologically-inspired structuring of the motor and Because behaviors are a high-level but non-symimitation systems allows us to reduce the dimenbolic representation, and because they are not con- and BBS. We hope that the examples and discussion Dedeoglu, G., & Sukhatme, G. (2000) . Landmark-based matching provided in this paper encourage such work by algorithm for cooperative mapping by autonomous robots. In:
pointing to the breadth of utility of the approach.
Proceedings 5th international symposium on distributed autonomous robot systems, Knoxville, TN, pp. 251-260. Dedeoglu, G., Sukhatme, G., . Incremental on-line topological map building for a mobile robot. In:
